Legal
Process
Outsourcing
Solutions

The legal industry is now in tune to the value of legal process outsourcing (LPO) and the
paradigm shift it represents for the way lawyers serve their clients.
At LPO Connect, the cost-savings of up to 70% is simply the starting point. Our mission is to
harness the power of on and offshore legal associates to bring you a customised and structured
service to optimise your practice.
LPO Connect was founded by lawyers for lawyers.
Our principals are leading practitioners drawn from commercial, in-house and public sector
practices in the UK, Singapore, Australia and Sri Lanka. We understand your commercial needs,
demand for quality and attention to detail. We respect your desire to maintain control and
ownership over every step of your work.

Let Our Global Team Become Yours
Our bespoke legal knowledge and outsourcing solutions include:

Virtual Teams
Hand-picked by you to suit your needs, dedicated onshore and offshore legal and paralegal
teams to augment your full-time employees.

Research and Advisory Services
This includes on-demand legal research, analysis and briefings.

Legal Process Outsourcing (LPO)
Our full range legal process outsourcing covers non-legal, high volume, low return work
and drives efficiency in your practice.

LivingLaw Databases
Bespoke, living multi-jurisdictional databases are designed and maintained to your
specifications. We focus on quality, tailored solutions rather than size and volume-driven
models of LPO providers.
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Leveraging the power of a tailored, onshore and/or offshore is the LPO Connect advantage:






No overheads for recruitment, retainment or training
Specialist knowledge and support in foreign jurisdictions
Ability to process large volumes of work
Ability to engage a team without being tied to a long retainer
Choosing an engagement model that best suits your practice

Stay on Target
Stay on target by outsourcing the non-core work for a cost savings of up
to 70% of traditional overheads!
Core work that leverages your skills, competencies and hands-on
management
Non-core work that requires qualified legal involvement from one
of our onshore lawyers
Non-core work that can be carried out by junior offshore lawyers
or paralegals overseen by onshore lead lawyers

Sri Lanka as Quality Legal Hub
Most of our permanent associates are based in Sri Lanka as it offers a safe, mature and
qualified business environment to base our operations.
The Sri Lankan legal system is based on the English common law. Our associates are graduates
of the University of Colombo Law Faculty for both our paralegal associates and graduate
lawyers. Admission to the faculty of law is extremely competitive.
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Quality & Security Measures
As a lawyer, your most precious asset is your professional reputation. Our people, processes
and IT systems are built to protect those standards. We retain full and effective supervision and
control over every stage of work.

Confidentiality and Data Security
Our IT systems and buildings protocols are designed to protect sensitive information. All our
personnel undergo a detailed security vetting process and must sign confidentiality agreements
before commencing work.

Conflict Assessment
We undertake a thorough conflict check prior to engaging any client or work. Any potential
conflicts are discussed with you prior to commencing work.

Competence
You will meet and interview the principal with carriage of your work prior to us commencing
and ensure your team’s qualifications and backgrounds. We offer a trial period within which
time you can cancel your retainer with us without any obligation.

Supervision
We’ll agree upon reporting and milestone dates, where work and progress updates will be given
to you.

Your Client’s Consent
We do not deal directly with your client; however, it is critical that your client is aware of our
contribution to their work. We can assist with this if required.

Insurance
Most of the work we undertake will be covered by your existing professional insurance. Should
you require specific advice on the impact of outsourcing on your professional indemnity
insurance, we can assist in obtaining that advice.
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Tailored Solutions for Lawyers
Virtual Teams. You assemble your own team from amongst our associates and paralegals, to
be run by you under guidance of one of our lead oversight lawyers.
Your Permanent Team

Bespoke Team

Legal Process Team

Handpicked by you and
dedicated to your practice
only. This is the highest
service level and gives you
the benefits of augmented
full-time staff at a fraction of
the cost.

Provides you with 24/7
support, giving you absolute
service and responsiveness,
increasing your outputs and
efficiencies. Team members
drawn together for individual
projects.

Cost-optimised team works
like a shared-service centre.
You’ll have 24/7 support from
our trained legal and paralegal
staff at a cost level that makes
a huge difference to your
bottom line.

Legal Process Outsourcing. Our fully flexible LPO model is designed to suit the needs of
your projects and/or ongoing support needs.
Contract Management

Due Diligence

Litigation & E-Discovery

Contract and document
management brings you
systems designed to control
multiple versions and track
edits, risk manage changes
and manage language and
jurisdictional differences.

Our due diligence lead
lawyers have managed
numerous major projects
and have established
processes for getting on top
of large amounts of
documentation.

Dedicated software allows
evidence to be searched and
tracked and easy referencing
when preparing pleadings.
Greater resources will leave
you better prepared for pretrial processes and court.

Bespoke Living Databases. We pioneered LivingLaw© databases built to your specifications
to analyse and cross-reference domestic laws of multiple jurisdictions.
Bespoke Databases

Living Databases

Comparative Databases

Work with our IT team to
tailor a database to meet
your operational needs.
Ongoing tweaks to IT builds
are part of our premium
service.

Our associates in Australia,
Singapore and Sri Lanka and
correspondent lawyers
around the world update
databases depending on
your needs.

We synthesise material from
around the world to compare
with other jurisdictions.
Complete with references to
existing literature in public
domain.

Research & Advisory. We provide research services including reports and analysis, literature
searches, case/law summaries, text analysis and comparison tables in targeted fields:
Climate and Carbon | Banking and Finance | International Trade | Investment Arbitration
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Our ‘Step Up’ Program
Our Step Up training program allows associates to obtain targeted international exposure and
evolve into dedicated lawyers with an eye for detail and commercial nous.
LPO Connect is built on the principle of win-win solutions, designed to save our clients’ money
and time and to add to their efficiency. We also aim to provide a vibrant start to the careers of
our paralegal and associates in Sri Lanka.
Our offshore associates come to us as brilliant and motivated scholars. Though Step Up, they
gain invaluable international exposure and evolve into dedicated lawyers.

Ready to Get Started?
Our model is simple, effective and innovative. We like to run through it with new clients.
Pricing works off three principles:
 You engage us through one monthly subscription agreed up front. This covers all our
services and is fixed for one year.
 Your monthly subscription is based on the size of your firm and anticipated workload.
There is no cap. We will cover peak periods within the set price. If your workload
increases permanently; however, we will agree upon a new subscription.
 You pay for the month ahead, but there is no continuing obligation. You can end our
retainer whenever you’d like.

LPO Connect Pty Ltd
Buildings 3 & 4
320 Lorimer Street
Port Melbourne, VIC 3207
Australia
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+61 424 955 660
info@lpoconnect.com.au
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